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Bayards Hill Primary School
Homework Policy

February 2022

Homework

In order to extend the pupils' learning and to continue the learning cycle, homework is set each week.
Homework plays an important role in training pupils to develop habits needed to deepen their
knowledge and improve their fluency and confidence. Homework aims to establish clear learning goals
as a continuation of the classroom experiences. Learners will experience models consistent with those
in the classroom. Homework will be set and due on consistent days and will be reflected on by an adult.

Purpose

Schools that set homework are generally more successful than schools that do not set homework.

Effective homework is linked to greater parental support and involvement. Homework provides time for

retrieval practice. It is a great opportunity for pupils to go back over things that they have already been

taught.

Reading

Reading

We expect all pupils to read at home every day for at least the duration of time shown below:

Reception pupils: 10 minutes

KS1 pupils: 15 minutes

KS2 pupils: 30 minutes

All KS1 pupils are expected to log their reading in their reading diaries. KS2 pupils keep track of the

books they have read from our reading scheme in their homework books.

Tasks

Research tells us that the quality of a task set is more important than the quantity of work set and that

short focused tasks or activities which relate directly to what is being taught are more effective than
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regular daily homework. Therefore, each week, children will be set a task for English (which may include

reading comprehension), Maths, and another curriculum area, as well as times tables and spelling. The

purpose of the homework should always be clear to the children. The tasks should focus on current or

previous learning.

Children should complete their homework-not parents. If they are unable to complete the work they

should speak to their class teacher.

EYFS

In Reception, children will be set a task for phonics, maths and topic. We appreciate that children may

need adult support to help them complete their homework.

SEND

Teachers know their children best and should be mindful of any children that may need adapted

homework. It is the teacher’s responsibility to ensure the work set is pitched correctly for all pupils in

their class.

Guidance

Children should spend the following amount of time on their homework in addition to daily reading:

Timings
EYFS: approximately 20 minutes.

KS1: approximately 45 minutes.

KS2: approximately 1 hour.

Days Set
Homework will be set on a Wednesday and will be collected on the following Tuesday. Research tells us

that parents have a positive effect on homework completion and help children to develop effective

learning habits. Therefore, all homework will be sent to parents via Arbor in addition to going out in

pupils’ books. Some homework may be set through online learning platforms such as Purple Mash and

Google Classroom.
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Over half term, only reading, times tables and spelling is set: no homework is set over Christmas, Easter

or summer as we would like pupils to have a rest and fully enjoy the holidays with their families.

Guidance for Teachers
1. Is the purpose of the homework clear to pupils?

2. Is the homework based on previous or current teaching?

3. Are the tasks being set, short and focused?

4. Homework is not set over Christmas, Easter or summer.

5. Only spelling, times table practise and reading is set over half term.

6. Homework is set on Thursday via Arbor. All homework tasks need to be given to the office by

11:00am on Wednesday. It may sometimes be necessary for class teachers to send tasks, paper

etc with the children. Children do have homework books. The homework is collected on a

Tuesday via the class teacher. Homework does not need to be marked in detail but should be

acknowledged.

7. Avoid ‘Find x facts about’ style homework as often this will simply involve pupils using the first

Google results. Tasks should connect learning.

8. Be wary of independent projects. Children benefit from a lot of guidance and this style of project

normally just tells us which pupils have the most adult support at home or access to the most

resources.

9. DO use the time for retrieval practice. Use it as an opportunity to go back over things. This might

involve answering a few short recall questions or a longer question that links together what they

are studying now with something they have learnt in the past.

10. Remember what we learnt from school closure about which children will need the homework

grid printed and stuck into their books.

Homework Clubs

We understand that completing homework can be challenging so we offer the following homework

clubs:

In Year 6 Homework club is run by Mrs Lemon on a Tuesday Lunchtime

In year 5 Homework club is run by Miss Oliver on a Thursday Lunchtime.

Whole school homework club will restart again as soon as staffing allows.
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Homework Grid
Year:          Date set:         Date due:

Spelling Times Tables

English

Maths

Another Curriculum Area
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